
Make Your Own Golf Course Yardage Book
By Matt Canham, Marinerblue.com
Instructions

Each hole does not have to be drawn to scale, but needs to accurately indicate hazards, their
distances and details of each green.

You can measure the distances by pacing from markers on the course once you have 
calculated the distance of your paces accurately or a laser range finder can be used.

The blank template to print out has a small arc to indicate the front of the green, with a fairway
extension running down the page.

On Par 4s and 5s, start your yardage book from the area where your drive normally lands. 
Include doglegs, out of bounds and other hazards.

Show the entire hole including tee boxes on par 3s.

Here is the suggested legend to use. You can print off and cut these symbols by clicking the 
links at the end of this ebook or or simply use a pen to draw them on by hand.
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A -- draw in shape and length of green
B -- draw in slopes of green
C -- distance from front edge of green to clear hazards
D -- draw in slope of fairway
E -- distance from tee to clear hazards
F -- distance to front of green from landing area
G -- distance to center of green from landing area

Instructions
It will take 2 or 3 regular rounds to really get all the details or 1 or 2 if you can take your time by
playing on a Monday afternoon.

On the 1st hole, hit the club you would regularly use. From the tee, pace off the distance to your
ball, making note of the distance to any hazards. You may end up short of them, past them or
equal to them. If the hazards are in front, continue pacing until you reach the start of the hazard.
Identify the best part of the fairway to be in for your second shot and also make note of any trees,
slope of the fairway, distance markers, etc.

You know the distance of the hole, so simply deduct the distance paced to give you a rough
estimate of the distance to the green. Hit your second shot, then pace this distance. If playing a
par 5, again pay close attention to hazards and the landing area. If playing a par 4, pay close
attention to the layout and hazards around the green.

Pace the distance to the front edge of the green and also the center of the green from the location
of your 2nd/3rd shot.

Once on the green, make a note of the shape, pace the distance from front to back and also front
to middle. Make a note of the slope and also the safe part of the green, i.e flat. Note any bunkers
or hazards around the green. Pace off the distance from the front of the green to clear any
hazards.

After doing that for every hole -- when other players are hitting or any other spare moment -- you
are ready to begin putting all the information down on paper. The best way is to take a white sheet
of paper with the hole template on it and add the information in. When you have done that, cut the
paper to fit a standard spiral flip style notebook and paste the paper on it.

If you refer to the card for the golf course, a rough outline of each hole should be provided to
assist you.

The next time you play, the objective is to confirm the information you have written in your yardage
book. Have you missed anything? Are the slopes of the greens correct?

Once you are happy with your yardage book, the next step is to play to it. If you know a second
shot into a par 4 is risky from the right side of the fairway, don't do it. Put faith in your yardage
book and your new found course management skills.

Here are the links to the artwork used in the examples:
Black and white: http://marinerblue.com/introduction-to-golf/black-white.jpg
Color: http://marinerblue.com/introduction-to-golf/color.jpg
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For more great golf information, please visit:

http://golf-caddy-ebook.marinerblue.com
http://golf-swing-trainer.marinerblue.com
http://golf-flip-tips.marinerblue.com
http://repeater-swing.marinerblue.com
http://marinerblue.com/golf-improvement.html
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